Spontaneous current jump resulting in the formation of closed field equilibrium has been observed in electron-cyclotron-heated toroidal plasmas under steady external fields composed of a toroidal field and a relatively weak vertical field in the low aspect ratio torus experiment device. This bridges the gap between the open field equilibrium maintained by a pressure-driven current in the external field and the closed field equilibrium at a larger current. Experimental results and theoretical analyses suggest a current jump model that is based on the asymmetric electron confinement along the field line appearing upon simultaneous transitions of field topology and equilibrium.
Spontaneous current jump resulting in the formation of closed field equilibrium has been observed in electron-cyclotron-heated toroidal plasmas under steady external fields composed of a toroidal field and a relatively weak vertical field in the low aspect ratio torus experiment device. This bridges the gap between the open field equilibrium maintained by a pressure-driven current in the external field and the closed field equilibrium at a larger current. Experimental results and theoretical analyses suggest a current jump model that is based on the asymmetric electron confinement along the field line appearing upon simultaneous transitions of field topology and equilibrium. Toroidal plasma current is needed in tokamaks to keep the plasma loop in equilibrium and to form nested magnetic surfaces for confinement. Usually, it is initiated, ramped-up, and maintained by induction from a central solenoid. For the last several decades, intensive investigations have been conducted to start-up and maintain the plasma current by using various noninductive methods including radio frequency wave injections, beam injections, and helicity injections [1, 2] , aiming to remove the central solenoid from future tokamak reactors. Without the central solenoid, the structure of reactors can be greatly simplified. This is highly desirable in spherical tokamaks because of its limited central space [2, 3] .
Among the various phases of noninductive current drive, the start-up phase is the most dynamic since it involves changes of field topology, which would drastically affect the plasma equilibrium and confinement. When the equilibrium and confinement change, characteristics of current generation would also change. This would in turn affect the temporal evolution of field topology. Such dynamic processes accompanying changes of field topology are universal in both laboratory and space plasmas [4] . Therefore, investigation of the start-up process is not only important for successful start-up in tokamaks but is also of general interest.
Electron cyclotron (EC) heating has been effective for noninductive start-up, and in a number of experiments some plasma currents were observed in EC heated plasmas with external vertical field B v [5] [6] [7] [8] . Especially, those with steady B v provide a simple situation and are suitable to investigate the start-up process, and it is remarkable that closed field equilibria can be obtained by EC heating under steady B v as shown in CDX-U and DIII-D [7, 8] . In these experiments the generated plasma current I p changed with B v . It attained a maximal value at a weak B v level. At stronger B v levels, it decreased inversely proportional to B v consistent with the formula
which was predicted for the regime of open field equilibrium where the self-poloidal field produced by the plasma current was small compared with B v [9] . Here, hpi is the spatially averaged plasma pressure, S a 2 the plasma cross section, and R the plasma major radius. Meanwhile, the B v necessary to maintain the plasma loop in equilibrium is given by the Shafranov formula [10] , [7, 8] , this change of equilibrium characteristics has not been well understood. Here we report the experimental results showing that a spontaneous current jump bridges the open field equilibrium at smaller I p and the closed field one at larger I p . We also propose a current generation model for the current jump.
The experiments were carried out in the low aspect ratio torus experiment (LATE) device [11] . The vacuum chamber is a cylinder with a diameter of 1.0 m and a height of 1.0 m [see Fig. 1(s) ]. The center post with an outer diameter of 11.4 cm encloses 60 turns of conductors for the toroidal field. Four sets of poloidal field coils produce the external vertical field. There is no central solenoid for inductive current drive. Three 2.45 GHz magnetrons and a 5 GHz klystron were used for EC heating. In all cases, microwaves were injected from radial ports with injection angles slightly deviated (about 15 ) from normal to the toroidal field. Figure 1 shows a discharge by a 5 GHz microwave pulse under an external vertical field of B v 85 G with a decay index of n 0:1 and a toroidal field of B t 720 G (all at R 25 cm). The evolution of the plasma image on the video camera shows that breakdown takes place near the fundamental EC resonance layer at R 10 cm and the plasma expands to the lower field side in a few milliseconds. In accordance with the plasma expansion, a plasma current is initiated and grows slowly up to 2.3 kA as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Then the current suddenly increases (current jump) and reaches 7.0 kA, after which it is steady to the end of the microwave pulse.
Evolutions of the plasma current profile and the poloidal flux surface were analyzed by using the magnetic data from 13 flux loops with taking into account the eddy currents induced in the vessel walls [12] and displayed in Figs. 1(d)-1(k). Here, we employed a model current profile similar to that used in [11] . The profiles before the current jump are stretched vertically near the second harmonic resonance layer at R 20 cm are about 6 10 11 cm ÿ3 and 4 10 11 cm ÿ3 , respectively, exceeding the plasma cutoff density of 3:1 10 11 cm ÿ3 . These results suggest that electron Bernstein waves (EBW) mode-converted from electromagnetic waves maintain the plasma. EBW is an electrostatic mode and its absorption is significant even at harmonic resonances, while the absorption of the electromagnetic modes is quite weak in the present low temperature plasma.
Formation of closed field equilibrium via current jump has been observed for a wide range of B v in both 2.45 and 5 GHz experiments as shown in Fig. 2 . All the characteristic currents including the current just before current jump I jbf , the current at which initial closed surface appears I ics , and the final current after current jump I fnl are roughly proportional to B v . For each B v , there is a threshold microwave power P rfth , over which the plasma current can reach I jbf and current jump takes place. Even when microwave power P rf is larger than P rfth , none of these characteristic currents change. In this case, only the time needed for I p to reach I jbf decreases. These results suggest that current jump takes place when the deformation of the field structure due to the self field from the plasma current reaches a certain level.
The plasma loop may be at equilibrium for radial force balance even during the current jump since its characteristic time is much longer than the Alfvén and ion sound transit times (several microseconds). For the sake of simplicity, we consider equilibrium by using Eq. (2). The formula can be cast into the dimensionless form 
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125005-2 portional to I p and responsible for the pressure-ballooning force. The equilibrium characteristics for various aspect ratios R=a are plotted in Fig. 3 . Two terms in Eq. (3) balance at the pressure-current (PC) turning point in this figure and the lower part from this point is the pressureballooning-force dominating regime and the upper part is the current-hoop-force dominating regime.
The ratio of the self-poloidal field to the external vertical field, B a =B v , is a measure of the deformation of the poloidal field from the external field. When I p increases and B a becomes comparable to B v , closed flux surfaces appear. The point where B a B v is near the PC turning point when the aspect ratio is low as shown in Fig. 3 . This result and the results shown in Fig. 2 suggest that the plasmas before current jump are in the pressure-ballooning-force dominating regime and the plasmas after current jump are in the current-hoop-force dominating regime. The current jump bridges both regimes. Furthermore, it has been confirmed in both 2.45 and 5 GHz experiments that once a large closed flux surface is formed via current jump, I p can be further ramped-up by increasing P rf with a B v ramp for equilibrium of the plasma loop at larger currents [11] , being consistent with the above picture.
The equilibrium characteristics predict that I p at the initial discharge stage where I p is very small is given by I p 1= B p , or I p 2a 2 hpi=RB v , as mentioned in the introduction. This has been confirmed in a 2.45 GHz experiment at a low microwave power of P rf 5 kW, where Langmuir probe measurement was possible. I p at the initial discharge stage much before the current jump is proportional to electron pressure and inversely proportional to B v , as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) , respectively. This is the return current along the helical field line [see Fig. 1(s) ] that cancels the charge separation due to the rB and curvature drifts [9] . It is noted that I p in Fig. 4(a) deviates from the relationship of I p 1= B v near the current jump, being consistent with the characteristics shown in Fig. 3 .
The equilibrium characteristics indicate that B v is constant when I p increases through the PC turning point. This implies that an efficient current generation in the sense of current increment with very small increments of plasma pressure is required for the transition through the PC turning point (Note that B v is steady in the experiments). This current generation may be related to the change of field structure from an open to a closed one [5] .
We consider the single particle orbit of electrons. The vertical drift velocity of electrons in the external fields of B v and B t is given by
? =2= eRB t . When v z 0, the electrons make a circular orbit along the toroidal field on the equatorial plane. This condition makes an ellipse in the velocity space; v k ÿ g=2 2 v
2

? g=2
2 , where g eRB v =m. This v z 0 ellipse is located on the side of the current carrying electrons in the velocity space, manifesting current generation by means of the asymmetric confinement [13] .
In order to investigate the electron confinement in the presence of the self field, the electron orbits, which start at the vessel center at various velocities and pitch angles, are Ip (kA) 
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125005-3 numerically investigated as shown in Fig. 5 . Because of the mirror shaped B v field, some electrons around the v z 0 ellipse are also confined (trapped and passing) in the external field in the sense that their orbits do not cross the vessel wall. These selectively confined passing electrons are provided from the thermal bulk by the perpendicular EC heating (ECH) and subsequent pitch angle diffusion. Their population may be, however, quite few in this stage. The asymmetric passing area expands towards the lower energy range as the self field B a from the pressure-driven current increases. When B a increases to a certain level, the passing area front reaches the peripheral region around the thermal bulk (say, keV range). Here, the current generation due to the asymmetric confinement would begin in full scale since the electron population becomes significant and the pitch angle scattering becomes frequent near the thermal bulk. The resultant current increase enlarges the passing area further and current increase would be quickly accelerated since both the electron population and pitch angle diffusion rate increase drastically towards the thermal bulk, resulting in the current jump. The pressure increment is most small when currents are carried by these unidirectional lower energy electrons, meeting the equilibrium requirement for the PC transition. Furthermore, the 90 scattering time for 1 keV electrons estimated for the present density (5 10 11 cm ÿ3 ) is 1.3 ms, being consistent with the experimental current jump time. Such a filling of passing area toward the lower energy range takes place first at the inboard side of the current loop, where deformation of the field is stronger compared with the outboard side as shown in Fig. 5 , being consistent with the experimental results shown in Figs. 1(f)-1(j) . After B a B v , the EC current drive can become effective since forward electrons are all confined.
As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(j) a large fraction of the current (60%) still flows in the open field area outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) even after the current jump. This current may be generated by the toroidal precession of trapped electrons enhanced by EC heating under large mirror ratios of this area in the low aspect ratio configuration [8] . The outward shift of energetic passing electron orbits from LCFS can also contribute to the current since the poloidal Larmor radius is still large (5 cm for 10 keV electron) at I p 7 kA. On closed flux surfaces there may also be a significant trapped-electron driven current in addition to the EC-driven current since p 1 as inferred from Fig. 3 . In a discharge, where B v was ramped-up for equilibrium at larger currents, the current fraction inside LCFS was observed to increase to 66% in accordance with the expansion of LCFS as the current increased to I p 12 kA.
Interestingly, as the aspect ratio becomes low, the point where B a B v approaches the PC turning point on the equilibrium characteristic curves as shown in Fig. 3 , that is, both transitions in field topology (from open to closed fields) and equilibrium (from pressure ballooning to current hoop) coincide. The equilibrium characteristics predict that when R=a is strictly fixed, a current increment with no pressure increment is required for the transition through the PC turning point. This seems to be impossible. Some changes of R=a, that is, a decrease of R=a just before the PC turning point and an increase of R=a at and after the PC point, may assist the transition as inferred from 
